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BEING A CONTINUATION OF THE GAMBIER OBSERVER
CHAUNCEY COLTON, D.D., PROPRIETOR.
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whom his age admired as its greatest genius,
Resolved, That at the next annual meeting their opinions as to the present missionary
POWER IN THE PULPIT,
ministers power in the pulpit depends
wrote a commentary on the prophet Darnel of the Board, a public missionary meeting be constitution, and the operations under it; th^y
EDITED 11 ¥
Review of Dr. Bretschneider'’s “ Letter to and the Apocalypse. Hence we may inferf held on the evening of the second day’ of the shall, institute an inquiry as to the expenses of very much on the temper which Jie manifests
BEV. CnACNCEr COLTON,
(a major? ad minus') what wae the degree of session, and that the Foreign Committee be similar institutions in this country and in in the communication of toith. Fidelity, say
«
V1LLUJI JACKMW,
__
a Statesman." Berlin.
“
JO19X T. BROOKE,
his orthodoxy.
requested to make arrangements for the same. England; and in general, they shall use all our reformers, fidelity, uncompromising fidel
[CONTINUED.]
“
HEMJV V. ». JOHNS.
AV hat Kepler thought of the apparent conOn motion of the same,
diligence to ascertain whatever may throw ity, is our motto; and an excellent motto it is.
Astronomy and the Bible are the antago tradictions between the Bible and system of
PUBLISHED WEEKLY, AT CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE.
Resolved, That the proceedings of this light upon the missionary enterprise in this We would not blot out a single word, only let
nists that are next named. Bretschneider Copernicus, appears from the passage: “As- Board, attested by its Secretary, be referred
n-attrn Ckvrck Pr«i, Wood’s buildings, SjcuEore-SI, CiaciaMli
Church; and they shall report at the next it breathe the spirit -of affection. Truth, to
says: “It was this exalted science (astrono tronomy, ’ he says, “ unfolds the causes of to the two Committees for publication,
Annual
Meeting of the Board the result of have effect on the heart, even the depraved
JVm»....Two Dalius and Fifty Cents per avium, payable In advance.
my) which first made a fatal assault upon the natural things; it professedly investigates opOn motion of the same,
their inquiries, and the measures, if any, heart, mus[ be spoken in love. The servant
notions of antiquity respecting heaven, earth, tical illusions. I he Bible, which teaches
Resolved, That the Secretaries of the Corn- which in their judgment, shall be necessary for of the Lord must not strive hut be gentle,
THE STRANGER.
hell, resurrection, judgment and the end of higher things, makes use of the common mittees, be authorized to draw at. their disgiving it the widest confidence, and the most showing all meekness unto all men. It is in
BY AGNES 8. HUTCHINGS.
the world, which still remained unaltered at
the spiritual world as in the natural. God may
modes
of
speech
in
order
to
be
the
more
easicretion
on
the
Domestic
and
Foreign
funds
in
effective influence.
The noise of day was hushed and still,
the time of the Reformation.” He then puts ly understood, speaks only in passing of na- equal parts, for the incidental expenses atoccasionally, and for special purposes, ap
Bishop
De
Lancey
moved
to
amend
the
Beneath night’s gentle spell,
down Melancthon as a man very limited in his
tural things, according to their appearance, tending the present meeting of the Bogrd.
above resolution, by the addition of the follow pear in the earthquake and the volcano, the
And beatiful on Bethlehem’s hill
astronomical views, because he called the
whirlwind and the storm, leveling forests,
since it is upon their appearance that huOn motion of the same,
ing:—
The quiet moonbeams fell;
Copernican doctrine of the motion of the earth man language is built,
And the Bible
Resolved, That it be referred to the same melting mountains and shaking the solid world:
Resolved, That the travelling expenses of
Yet there was one whose mournful eye
round the sun foolish and visionary. “ being would speak in the same way even if all men
Was tiacing all the scene,
the Secretary of this Board be paid.
Committee, to inquire and report on the but these are not the ordinary operations of
led to this probably ,” as Bretschneider goes had insight into these optical illusions. For
nature. The richest blessings result from
With saddened thought of days gone by—
expediency of the following measures-—
On
motion
of
the
RtRev.
BT.
Onderon to say, “ by recollecting the words of Josh even we astronomers do not pursue this sci
Of life’s first early dream.
donk, it was,
I. To require Domestic missionaries to milder influences—the laws of attraction, the
ua, Stand still, O sun, upon Gibeon.”
ence with the design of altering common lan
"When resting in her childhood’s home,
Resolved, That the resolution fixing the send their reports through their respective benignant rays of a vernal sun, the refreshing
One remark .here. Every schoolmaster guage; but we wish to open the gates of truth
shower, the dews of evening. So in’the king
Like fond and nestling dove,
time of the next Annual Meeting be reconsid Dioceses, subject to their approbation.
now teaches by hearsay, that the earth moves without at all affecting the vulgar modes of
She felt not that she e’er should roam
ered.
II. To reduce the salaries of the Secretaries dom of Christ, there may he occasion now and
round the sun, without once thinking of giv speech. We say, with the common people,
then for something like a moral tornado, that
From mother's eye of love—
25 per cent.
On motion of the same, it was,
ing himself or his scholars the trouble of com the planets stand still, or go down; the sun
And seek, in poverty and want,
III. To recall the missionaries from China shall tear up old and corrupted institutions by
Resolved, That said resolution bo amendprehending the planetary motions. But Ty rises and sets; it comes forth from one end , cd, by striking out the words “ third WedOn far off foreign soil,
and from Constantinople, and give them their the roots. Guilt is not unfrcquently enclosed
cho Brahe, Riccioli, Bacon, and other great of heaven, like a bridegroom from his cham- nesday,” and inserting in lieu thereof, “fourth
A lowly pittance—mean and scant—
option to join the missions to Texas or Africa. within too strong a fortress to be affected by
spirits, did not allow themselves to dispose her, and hides itself at the other end; it Wednesday.”
By her own daily toil.
IV. To take early measures to convert the ^ie f?e,Ble tap ot a gloved hand; the well told
of this subject so easily. Bretschneider seems
Then came the recollection bright,
mounts into the midst of the heavens; these
On motion of the same, the resolution as missionary schools in Greece into private stroke of the brazen knocker is what is wan
to suppose that Melancthon could have been forms of speech we use with the common amended, was adopted.
Of life’s most balmy hour.
establishments, and offer the missionaries a ted, a blow that shall resound through the
led to his decision only by a blind adherence
When Mahlon, with his eye of light,
people; meaning only that so the thing appears
The following communication was received field of labor in Texas or Africa, where the whole edifice, and send consternation and
to the Bible. But if a man of as much gen to us, although it is not truly’ so, as all astron-1 from the House of Bishops:—
First owned her gentle power—
Church is abouttobe organized in itsiutegritty. dismay along the ranks of the ungodly. But
ius as Melancthon possessed gave himself to omers are agreed. IIow much less should we
And in his own low, honied tone,
V. To organize the Bishops intoaseparate usually God employs milder influences,—the
House of Bishops,
}
the diligent study of the heavenly bodies, it is require that the Scriptures of divine inspira-j
Spoke of fair years to come—
fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, long suf
body, as in the General Convention.
New-York, Oct. 18, 1841.y
not tube wondered at, if, in his best endeavors tion, setting aside the common modes of
With her his treasured one his own,
Bishop De Dancey having called for the fering, gentleness, goodness, faith. The great
to understand the Copernican system, many speech, should shape their words according to To the Secretary
The sunlight of his home.
ayes and noes on his amendment, they were est good is accomplished when uncompromis
things in it should have seemed to him, if not the model of the natural sciences, and by em- j of the Board of Missions.
IIow faithfully did memory trace
ing fidelity to the truth is united with a per
as follows:—
against reason, yet above it.
His noble form and air;
ploying a dark and inappropriate phraseology'; Rev. and Dear Sir,
Ayes; The Rt. Rev. Bishops II. U. Onder suasive tenderness of address. The mascu
Suppose that on the 21st of June he had about things which surpass the comprehen-!
Each feature of that worshipped face—
. I beg leave to transmit to you, to be laid donk and De Lancey; the Rev. Messrs. line energy which distinguishes the harbinger
beheld from his window in Wittenberg the
The brow—the raven hair—
sion of those whom it designs to instruct, per- before the Board of Missions, the enclosed Anthon, Burroughs, Cuming, Mead, Morss, of Messiah, who bore on his features and in
The beaming smile of that dark eye,
polar star exactly over the point of a neigh plex the simple people of God, and thus ob
his character, the roughness and hardihood of
Prestman and Sherwood—9.
Fraught with the light of mind,
boring spire; and that on his seeing again, on struct its own way towards the attainment of document, and am,
his own wilderness, stern, awful and majes
Noes;
The
Rt.
Rev.
Bishops
B.
T.
Onder

Very
truly,
Radiant with lofty soul.and high,
the night of the 21st of December, the same the far more exalted end at which it aims!”
tic, fit to alarm a slumbering world;—such en
donk,
Doane,
lVemper,
Wbitungbam
and
Lee;
Your friend and brother,
Touched by a fire divine.
star, from the same window, and exactly
Thus plainly' and excellently does this great
the Rev. Messrs. Balch, Baury, Cutler, East- ergy should, if possible, be combined with the
Jon a. M. Wainwright
over the same spire, his Copernican col astronomer answer the objections which were
Ard now, where lie in early hours,
burn, Forbes, Haight, Hanckel, Henshaw, mildness of the beloved disciple, who was
House of Bishops,
With joyous foot had been,
league Rhalicus had told him, that he was made at his time, from the apparent inconsis
Johns, Jones, Milnor, Page, Richmond, Vin wont to lean upon his Master’s bosom, was
New-York,
Oct.
18,
1841
She stood by the same blooming flowers
now more than forty' millions of miles dis tencies between the Copernican system and
ton, Wainwright, Watson, Whitehouse and the confidant of his retired moments, and who
Extract from the Journal:—
His hand had nurtured then—
tant from the place in which he was on the the Bible. Still more readily does Coperni
the
Secretary; and Messrs. Cushman, De cherished the spirit which to the last he en
Bishop Onderdonk, of Pennsylvania, with
And the pure mountain air, that fanned
21st of June, viz:, that since that time the cus himself dispose of those who attempted to
Peyster,
Gardiner, Morgan, Newton, Nicklin, joined upon his brethren, Little children lovo
In youth his glowing brow,
earth had moved on so far;—it may be put to prove such inconsistencies. He had so good the’consent of the presiding Bishop, submitted
one another.
---- *----Sands,
Winston,
Wolf and Woolley—35.
Through the old roof-tree, soft and bland,
Dr. Bretschneider’s conscience, what would a theological conscience in the construction of a preamble and resolutions, which were
PERSEVERANCE.
Mr.
Nicklin
moved
to
adjourn,
which
was
Was breathing round her now 1
the rationalist theologians have decided re his system, that he dedicated his celebrated seconded by Bishop De Lancey, and adopted,
“Be faithful unto death, and I will givtf
negatived.
“Mahlon, my own beloved one 1
specting this fact of the Copernican astrono work, De Revolutionibus Orbium Celes- as follows:—
thee a crown of life.” Thus spake the Spirit
The question being then put on Bishop
The Missionary' Episcopate of the State of
How quiet now thy rest—
my, if it had been mentioned, not in an astro tium, to I’ope Paul III. In this dedication,
Doane’s preamble and resolution, they were of God unto the angel of the Church of Smyr
Arkansas,
and
ihe
Indian
Territory'
south
to
Where Eden’s peaceful streams flow on,
nomical book, but in the Bible? Would they he says, “ Should there, perchance, be any
na. For he that is warm to-day and cold to
adopted.
An angel with the blest.
not have declared it mathematically impossi foolish praters, who, while they know noth 36} degrees of latitude, having become vacant
morrow, zealous in the beginning, and slack,
On
motion
of
Bp.
B.
T.
Onderdonk,
it
was
Thy hand oft resting on my brow,
ble? But truly these theologians believe sci ing of mathematical matters, yet assume to by the transfer to the diocese of Louisiana, of
and easy in his progress, bath not yet well
Resolved, That when the Board adjourns,
With prayer for blessings there—
chosen what side he will be of; he sees not
ence in every thing upon its mere word; while pronounce judgment concerning them, and on Bishop Polk, and the charge thereof having
it
will
adjourn
to
meet
to-morrow,
at
5
o
’
clock
A golden harp is tuning now,
reason enough for religion; and he hath not con
in nothing do they repose trust in their right account of some texts of Scripture which they now devolved on the Presiding Bishop of this
P. M.
In Gabriel’s song to share.
fidence enough for its contrary, and therefore
ful Lord and Master! Thus they show how wickedly pervert to their own purposes, ven Church.
On
motion,
the
Board
andjourned.
“Thou bad’st me, with thy last, low tone,
Resolved, That the presiding Bishop be
he is of “ doubtful mind.” For religion is
much readier they are to receive the Coper ture to blame and to denounce my.work;—for
Gladden thy mother's way—
Oct. 19, 5 o'clock P. M.
worth as much to-day as yesterday, and that
nican system of faith than to understand it such persons I concern myself not at all, and respectfully requested by this House, to ap
To cheer her dreary path and lone;
The Board met.
cannot change though we do, and if we do,
thoroughly enough not to be perplexed by despise their opinion, as stupidly impudent.” point the Bishop of the Diocese of Tennessee,
With her to live and pray;
Present:—The Rt. Rev. II. U. Onderdonk, we have left God, and whither he can go that
n» bu bis Mibsiiiuiu in tin; said charge; agree
facts regarding it, which yet must be held to
Copernicus, like ’ Kepler, and afterwards ably to canon 2, sect. 3, of 1834.
And where she goes, there I will go,
Meade, B. T. Onderdonk, Ives, Hopkins, goes from God, his own sorrows will soon
be truly miraculous.
Newton, was therefore firmly persuaded, that
zV sharer in her grief—
Resolved, That this House request the Doane, Otey, Kemper, Polk, De Lancey, instruct him. This fire must never go out,
It is a remark of Pascal, that “ we must the new system of the world was not opposed
Gladly my little all bestow,
Board of Missions, to provide a salary for the Gadsden, Whittingham and Lee; the Rev. but it must be like the fire of heaven; it must
doubt
in
the
right
place,
be
decided
in
the
to the Bible. But the monks who condemned
To give that heart relief.
Messrs. Anthon, Balch, Carder, R. B. Croes, shine like the stars, though sometimes cover
right place, and submit ourselves in the right Galileo thought differently, and agreed with Bishop having this charge. •
“And oft on her high brow and fair,
Cuming, Cutler, Eastburn, Forbes, Haight, ed with a cloud, or obscured by a greater
A true extract.
place. One who does not do this understands Dr. Bretschneider. He and the monks place
Methinks thy smile I see,
Hanckel, Henshaw, Jarvis, Jones, McVickar, light; yet they' dwell forever in their orbs, and
Attest: Jona M. Wainwright,
not in what the strength of reason consists.” the matter in this position, cither the doc
And when she bendeth in low prayer,
Secretary of the House of Bishops. Mason, Mead, Richmond, Vaughan, Vinton, walk in their circles, observe their circum
But
these
theologians
doubt
just
in
the
wrong
trines of the Bible, or the doctrines of Coper
Thy voice comes back to inc.
On motion of the Rev. Dr. Wainwright, it Wainwright, Whitehouse and the Secretary; stances, but go not out by day or night, and
place, are decided in the wrong place, and in nicus, are true; one or the other must give
Without a sigh do I resign
and Messrs. Gardiner, De Peyster. Minturn, set not when kings die, nor are extinguished
was
the
wrong
place
submit
their
reason;
and
way. The monks, and with them the Pope,
Kindred and native clime,
Resolved, That the salary of the Bishop of Newton, Nicklin, Sands, Winston, Wolfe when nations change their government. So
therefore know but little of the strength of decided for the Bible; Bretschneider for Co
To make her home, her people mine,
must the zeal of a Christian be, a constant in
Tennessee,
appointed by the Presiding Bishop, and Woolley.
reason,
and
so
can
be
called
Rationalists,
on

And the same Lord divinel ”
pernicus, and against the Bible; “ since it is
The Rt. Rev. II. U. Onderdonk being the centive of his duty; and though sometimes his
under
Canon
2d, sect. 3d, of 1838, to the
ly
bv
the
same
private
etymology
by
which
obvious,” he says, “ that the sciences, which
The tear upon the wanderer’s cheek
hand is drawn back by violence or need, and
Misssionary Episcopate of the^State of Arkan senior bishop present, took the chair.
lucus is derived « non lucendo.
Was dry—no trace was left,
rest upon experience, cannot be refuted.”—
After prayer, and the calling of the roll, the his prayers are shortened by the importunity
sas,
and the Indian Territory, south of 36}
Let us now come to those scriptural doc “ And even the Pope,” he again observes,
That might a saddened heart bespeak,
ci
i i son™
minutes of the last meeting were read and of holiness, and some parts omitted bv neces
.
u i
i
r degrees of latitude, be $2000 per annum.
trines which arc said to he endangered by the “saw .himself
Or tell of hopes bereft:
compelled, after a number of
, .
,
, ; .
sities and just compliance, yet still the fire is
,
,
,,
I
he
resolution
m
order
at
’
the
last
adic
djourn- approved.
Copernican astronomy. IIow the passage years, to allow the condemned Copernican
Yet she ne’er dreamed of honors bright,
On motion of the Rev. Mr. Jones, it was kept alive; itburns within, the light breaks not
ment
was
called
up.
in
Joshua,
which
has
already
been
cited,
might
Encircling roung her name
system in Rome.” Does Bretschneider then
Resolved, That the Board proceed to the forth, and is eternal as .the orb of fire, or the
Mr. Cumibg moved to amend the same, by
on a superficial view, appear to be irreconcil really think, that in allowing the Copernican
Through ages, with the living light
election of the Secretaries and General Agents embers of the altar of incense.—Jeremy Tay->
able with the hypothesis of Copernicus, is ve system, the Pope at the same time pronounced striking out $2000, and inserting in lieu there
Of an immortal fame.
of the two committees.
lor.
---- -®----ry obvious; but bow many of the things men as carelessly as he himself does, many of the of, $1GO0.
But well she knew that one was near,
On motion of Mr. Gardiner, it was
CONSCIENCE.
On
motion
of
Bishop
Doane,
it
was
tioned
by'
Bretschneider
are
so
it
is
impossi

And with his wing would shield
doctrines of the Bible erroneous, arid that he as
Resolved, That the Secretaries and Gen
There be five kinds of consciences on foot
Resolved, That the consideration of the
ble to understand. To cite only a single ex sailed the Book of Joshua? On the contrary,
The stanger, even though she were
eral
Agents be chosen severally by ballot, after in the world: first, an ignorant conscience,
ample: “ Whereas,” he says “ the ancients science rather appeals de papa male informa- foregoing amendment and resolution be post
A gleaner of die field!
nomination; but in case only one nomination which neither sees nor says any thing, neith
felt the necessity of having an under world fo ad papam melius informamhtm—from the poned for the purpose of introducing a substi
How pure the light that o’er her shone,
be
made for either office, the ballot to be dis er beholds the sins in a soul, nor reproves
As cheerfully she trod
for the souls of the deceased, because they Pope ill-informed to ihe Pope to be better in tute.
pensed with.
them. Secondly, the flattering conscience,
Bishop
Doane
submitted,
as
a
substitute,
The narrow path of duty on—
could neither leave them upon the surface of formed; and the Pope is now convinced, that
The
Rev.
Dr.
Wainwright
nominated
the
whose speech is worse than silence itself,
And she was blessed of God 1
the earth, nor transport them to heaven; this those who find such contradictions between the following preamble and resolution:—
Rev. J. Dixon Carder as Secretary and Gen which though seeing sin, soothes men in the
Whereas,
the
Missionary
work
of
this
necessity ceased now to be felt any longer.— the Bible and Copernicus, are foolish praters,
eral Agent of the Domestic committee; and committing thereof. Thirdly, the. seared
From the London Quarterly Review
Indeed the whole notion of an under world and it is on this account that he now allows of Church is among the highest trusts which
on motion of the same, it was
conscience, which hath neither sight, speech
THE DEW-DROP AND THE STREAM.*
have
been
left
with
her
by
Christ
her
head:
and a hell was destroyed by' astronomy and the Copernican system.
Resolved,
That
the
Rev.
J.
Dixon
Carder
nor sense, in men that are past feeling. Fourth
And, whereas, at the General Convention
The brakes with golden flowers were crowned, geology, and with it all the traditionary no
We may add, that those who are desirous
be appointed the Secretary and General Agent ly, a wounded conscience, frightened with sin.
And melody was heard around,
of
1835,
a
new
organization
was
adopted
and
tions about the punishments of the damned.- to learn how science or the laws of nature may
The last and best, is a quiet and clear eon*
of the Domestic Committee.
When near a stream, a dew-drop shed
With the loss of the old belief about heaven probably be reconciled with Joshua, will find established for carrying it on:
Mr. Newton nominated the Rev. John A. science, pacified in Christ Jesus. Of these,
Its lustre on a violet’s head,
And,
whereas,
the
action
under
it
of
the
and hell, the devil also, with the evil spirits, some striking facts and reasoning on the sub
Vaughan, D. D., as the Secretary and General the fourth is incomparably better than the
While trembling to the breeze, it hung,
lost his place as a fallen angel banished from ject in Dr. Adam Clarke’s Bible,—acommen- Committees and their officers in the judgment
Agent of the Foreign Committee, and on three former, so that a wise man would not
The streamlet as it rolled along,
of
this
Board
has
been
zealous,
diligent
and
heaven. The idea, too, of Christ's descent to tator that will not be accused as being flighty
take a ivorld to change them. Yea, a wound*
motion
of the same, it was
The beauty of the morn confessed,
faithful in all respects, and has enjoyed, (as
hell, became very troublesome to theologians, or ill-informed.
('To be continued.)
Resolved, That the Rev. John A. Vaughan, ed conscience, is rather painful than sinful,
And thus the sparkling stream addressed:—
the
increased
receipts,
not
only,
but
the
in

after the under world had been taken from
D. D., be appointed the Secretary and Gen an affliction, no offence, and is in the ready’ way
“ Sure little drop, rejoice we may,
them.” “ It now became a question with our PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF MIS crease of contributing congregations must be eral Agent of the Foreign Committee.
at the next remove, to be turned into a quiet
For all is beautiful and gay!
allowed
to
show.)
the
increasing
confidence
of
theologians, where the soul of Christ was
SIONS OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL
The Rt. Rev. Chairman announced the fol conscience.—Rev. T. Fuller.
Creation wears her emerald dress,
the Church: _
while his body lay in the grave.” This seems
CHURCH, [continued.]
And smiles in all her lovliness;
And, whereas it is alledged that doubts and lowing persons as the Committee of Inquiry,
then to imply the thought, that Christ was on
HUMILITY.
And with delight and pride I see
October IS, 1841, 5 o'clock, P. M.
dissatisfaction exist in various quarters whether appointed under the preamble and resolution
Tuf. devout man loves to lie low at the footstool
ly' apparently dead.
adopted
on
the
I8lb
inst.,
viz:
—
That little flower bedewed on thee;
ofhis Creator, because it is there he obtains the
as to the details of the plan of organization, or
The Board met.
The reader will perceive that Bretschneider
The Rt. Rev. Bishops Doane, I)e Lancey most lively perceptions of the Divine excellence,
Thy lustre with a gem might vie,
Present:—The Rt. Rev. Bishops Brown as to the way in which these have been ad
understands the art of drawing consequences.
and Whittingham; the Rev. Drs. Henshaw and the most, tranquil confidence in the Divine fa
While trembling in its purple eye.”
vor. In so august a presence he sees all distinctions
Were the premises only true, the conclusion ell, H. U. Onderdonk, Doane, Kemper, De ministered:
“ You may rejoice, indeed 'tis true,”
And, whereas it is in the highest decree de- and Anthon; and Mess. Gardiner and Newton. lost and all beings reduced to the same level. He
would certainly be so. The premises are, Lancey, Whittingham, and Lee; the Rev.
The Board then adjourned sine die.
looks at his superiors without envy, and at his inReplied the radiant drop of dew,
that the notion of an under world is destroyed Messrs. Anthon, Balch, Baury, Burroughs,' sirable that in so great a work the utmost har; feriors without contempt; and when from this eleAttest:
P.
V
an Pelt, Secretary.
“ You will, no doubt, as on you move
i vation he descends to mix in society, the conviction
by astronomy and geology. But what does Carder, R. B. Croes, Cuming, Cutler, East-; mony of feeling and action should be secured;
To flocks and herds a blessing prove;
---- "*----j of superiority, which must in many instances be
the professor of cither the one science or the burn, Forbes, Haight, Hanckel, Henshaw, and, to that end the the fullest opportunity be
But when the sun ascends on high,
Responsibility of Parents.—Great need j felt- is a cLa,m inference of the understanding and no
Johns, Jones, Mead, Milnor, Morss, Page, given, to every member of the Church, for the
other
know
of
jhe
interior
of
the
earth?
Let
.
.
P , r ,
p| longer a busy importunate passion of the he^rt.—
Its beams will draw me to the sky;
our readers recur to what has already been Prestman, Richmond, Sherwood, \ aughan, most accurate acquaintance with the details have wc to repeat the question ol the lather of, [Bishop Hall.
And I must own my7 bumble power,
Vinton,
Wainwright,
Watson,
Whitehouse,
and
working
of
the
system:
Sampson to the angel who announced his
said on this point; and let them also inquire
I’ve but refreshed an bumble flower.’’
THE EFFECTS OF PRIDE.
and the Secretary; and Messrs. Cushman, i Therefore—
birth, “ how shall we order the child?”—
if
the
texts,
Eph.
4:
0,
and
1
Pet.
3:
20,
“ Hold,” cries the stream, “ nor thus repine,
Surely we shall unite with fervor in his ap^he tendency of pride to produce strife and haDe
Peyster,
Gardiner,
Morgan,
Newton,
I
Resolved,
That
a
committee
of
inquiry
oiiFLiy
oiiau
ii trp(j ls sufficiently apparent from the pains men
can be easily set aside?
For well ’tis known a power divine,
Nicklin, Sands,Winston,Wolfe, and Woolley, consisting of three Bishops, two Presbyters, plication to the Father of angels,—“ teach us j Iiave been at to construct a system of politeness,
But
how
comes
it
to
pass,
every
intelligent
Subservient to his will supreme,
The Rt. Rev. II. U. Onderdonk, being and two laymen, be appointed by this Board, what we shall do unto the child.” The soul, which is nothing more than a sort of mimic humility
person will be prepared to ask, that these in
Has made the dew-drop and the stream,
soul of the babe, whose life is nourished in which the sentiment of an offensive self-estimation
the
senior bishop present at the opening ot whose duty it shall be, in the recess, to apply the
inc soul ui hr u
,
, are gQ far (]1Sgnise(j an(j suppressed, as lo make them
consistencies between the Copernican system
Though small thou art, (I that allow,)
themselves
diligently
to
the
investigation
of
the meeting, took the Chair.
by'our own! Every trace that we grave upon it. compatible wiih the spirit of society; such a mode of
and
the
Bible,
if
they
really
exist,
have
been
No mark of heaven’s contemptart thou;
as would jiaturally result from an attention
After prayer, and the calling of the roll, the every point connected with the missionary will stand forth at , the judgment when the j 4behavior
unobserved during nearly three centuries?
4the
Lzv n
n st r. 4
*>
1injunction:
n J n no 110 n • “ I Let
.ot nrvf
Li »-* re
Thou hast refreshed an humble flower,
apostolic
nothing
be done
Every waste place, to
The three great heroes of astronomy, Coper minutes of the last meeting were read and ap constitution, and the details of organization “ books are opened.
through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind
And done according to thy power.’’
under it, and its practical working; to which which we leave through neglect, will frown let each esteem others better Ilian themselves,"*
nicus, Kepler and Newton were certainly proved.
All things that are, both great and small,
end they shall examine the records of the upon us as an abyss when the mountains fall But if the semblance be of so much importance, how
On
motion
of
the
Rev.
Dr.
Henshaw,
it
Christian
believers,
and
anything
but
indif

One glorious Author formed them all,
much more useful the reality ! If the mere garb of
Board, and the records and correspondence of and the skies shrivel like a scroll.
Wherev humility be of such indispensable necesity. that
ferent to such considerations. Newton’s firm was
This thought may all repining's quell,
er
we
go,
let
us
wear
as
a
signet-ring,
“
the
both
the
Committees,
and
may
call
on
any
without it society could not. subsist, how much better
Resolved, That the next Annual Meeting
and pious adherence to the Bible is too well
What serves his purpose, serves him well.
still would the harmony of the world be preserved,
known to make it necessary for any one to of tliis Board, be held in St. George’s Church, member or officer of the same, for information child!" “ the child!" Amid all the music of were the condescension, deference, and respect., so
* These beautiful lines are the production of dwell upon it. His work on Chronology is, on the third Wednesday in .Tune next.
in the premises. They shall address the sev life, let this ever be the key-stone, “ Ihe soul studiously displayed, a true picture of the Heart’—
Mary Collings, a servant girl from Devonshire,
eral Bishops of this Church, inquiring of them of the child!"—Patriarch.
[lb.
On
motion
of
the
same,
in fact, based upon the Bible. ’This man,
England.
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DISCOURSE;

- the followers of Christ show forth his death until
place; and say to the poor, stand thou there, or’ tion of what they deemed best for the inter dopt such measures as will prevent the possi
bilityofany conflicting action between the his coming again? And how shall they have
sit here, under niv footstool; are ye not then ests of the church.
'
U
missionary
committees andi.k
the Bishops
ofra
the the
the scenes
scenes of
o Calvary
. , j, so signally brought to view-.
partial in yourselves, and are become judges
Whilst, however, this measure was lost, a
discov-1M in the s>’rabols °f lhC br°ken
a°d &hed
of evil thoughts?”
proposal was made and carried, to change the church. Experience teaching us, we
blood of Christ ?
It was contended, that, the prophetic de constitution of the church, so as to give the ered certain points of possible and probable
As upon the canvass we admire the features
scription of the Messiah’s Kingdom, was, “to Bishops power to grant the episcopate to for- difficultly in the late mode of carrying for- of some dear departed friend, so in this ordinance,
the poor the gospel was to be preached,” eigu countries, when, in their judgment, it 1 ward the plans of tl»e missionary committees we have the life, death, and love of Christ,
but that there was, that, in our usual pew maybe deemed proper. This proposed al- These will be rectified, for better men are not brought afresh to the mind, and thus are our
regulations, which to a lamentable extent, had teration in the constitution will he submitted to be found, than are now serving on our tw o hearts drawn more closely to Him, and asking
the effect of excluding the poor from us, not to the several dioceses, in their respective committees of missions, in New Aork: gratu- « what shall we render unto the Lord for all his
withstanding all the efforts of our parish conventions ; and if approved by two thirds tously giving a portion of their time each benefits? we resolve to take the cup of salvation
clergy to gather them into our communion.— of them, will become a law. In the interim, week to the concerns of their respective de and pay our vows in the presence of all the
It was stated that, our clergy baptize individ nothing exists to prohibit the missionary so. partments, and cheerfully consenting to bear people.’’ He that confesseth me before men,
uals, of whom they never hear again, until ciety from procuring for both Texas and Afri the burthen of this duty, for the sake of Him him will I also confess before my Father and the
in times of sickness or of death, when they ca, the episcopal supervision of any Bishop of who bare the cross for them. The growth of Angels of Heaven. He that is ashamed of me
and of my words, of him will I also be ashamed.
are called in, to comfort the dying or to bury the church, who may Be able and willing to the church seems to keep pace with this grow
Will the reader be wiser than the I hysician, who
ing
missionary
zeal,
while
joint
efforts
of
our
the dead: the bond formed in baptism, not extend provisional aid to these mission fields.
carries the balm in his hand, to apply it to the
having been forgotten entirely, although the
Another important topic presented was a clergy in the foreign and domestic mission heart of those who approach him, in the ordi
individual had been a wanderer from the fold proposed canon, which originated in the cause, have, the effect of disclosing io each
nances of his house, Equally might the maniac
of Christ, all life through, not having a scat House of Bishops, and came from them to the other, the real strength of their several attach
discourse upon philosophy, as the dying sinner
provided in the house ot God, and being una house of clerical and lay delegates. The ob ments to the cause of the Lord, and thus prescribe for the disease of his soul, and call in
ble to rent a pew, or possibly only a part of a ject of this canon was to authorize the ordi proves a bond of union and an occasion of mu question the wisdom of the Almighty. Let who
pew, and that not being sufficient to accom nation of deacons, from a class of men who tual appreciation and paternal love.
will affirm it, the Abana and Phaepae of Damas
modate his whole family. The question was should not be required to be wholly separated
cus are not better than the waters of Israel.—
COMMUNICATIONS.
asked, are we not sacrificing the great inten from secular pursuits, but might remain con
Just in proportion as we comply with the teach,
For
the Western Episcopal Observer.
tion of the church, to an over, fondness for nected with the same, and yet render invalua
ings of the Holy Spirit, will we be built up in
Dear Brethren:
architectural elegance and tho luxurious ble, and now much needed aid to our parish
the faith of the Gospel, and make sure the salva
In my remarks of last week in regard to the
tion of the soul. How many while kneeling at
fashions of the world? Ought not our church clergy. It is a melancholy fact, that many of
great deficiency of laborers in the Ministry of
es to be larger and plainer?
our most effective clergy are annually sacri our Church, the duties and defects of parents and the Altar have been strengthened and refreshed,
relieved of their doubts and fears, and enabled to
I am happy in being able to inform you, ficed by over exertion in duty. Few of our
sponsors, as such; were alluded to: permit me to
read their title clear to the inheritance in the
that the convention with decided interest pas clergy live beyond middle life ; an aged cler offer a few observations further on this head.
sed this recommendation, to provide more am gyman in our church is a rare sight: our con
skies.
Our Church has mo6t wisely and thoughtfully
What would you think of the child who should
ple free sittings in otir churches, and thus to ventions, both diocesan and general, are al provided for the religious bringing up of her
say
he loved his parents, yet did not the things
throw open the doors of the sanctuary to that most wholly composed of young men. We children—the lambs of her flock. Her system is
enjoined?
How then can you be a Christian, and
very portion of our people who most need the lose our clergy, for the most part, from thir indeed admirable. Those which have been re.
not
do
what
Christ has commanded ?
preaching of the gospel.
ty to forty-five years of age ; at the very time ceived to her bosom by baptism, she regards as
The last objection to be considered, is, that
Towards the end of the Convention howev when they might be of most avail to the cause. her own, and entitled to her nursing care and
the penalty of receiving unworthily is so awful
er, the most exciting and interesting subject, Few around us seem to be aware of the ex protection. And therefore, besides making it the
that I am afraid of incurring it.
of the election of two missionary Bishops, hausting labors of the men, who through positive duty of her pastors to instruct them, and
Partaking unworthily brings no greater calam
was brought forward—one for Africa, the much weariness toil for their souls’ welfare. that openly in the Church, she requires for them
ity upon the soul, than not partaking at all.
other Texas. This arrangement had long But the fact to which I have adverted, tells for additional sureties, viz: sponsors, on whom she
From misapprehension of that passage, 1 Cor.
been discussed by cur periodicals, and through itself a melancholy story of the brevity of solemnly enjoins the obligation to see that they 11, 29, <• He that eateth and drinketh unworthily,
circle after circle, of the friends of missions. pastoral life. Now if we had one or more “ be virtuously brought up to lead a godly and eateth and drinketh damnation,’’ not a few who
'File subject was taken up by the house of deacons in each parish, of the description al a Christian life,” and to this end that they teach feel an earnest desire are deterred from partaking.
them “all things which a christain ought to know
Bishops and decided affirmatively. They luded to, what opportune aid might they not
The original word might have been rendered
and feel to his soul’s health.”
then proceeded to select two men, for the of render? For instance, in the Sunday school,
condemnation or judgment, with equal propriety
It would be going out 'of our way to treat
fice of Bishop in Texas and Africa : the Rev. in visiting the afflicted, in dispensing the alms
damnation. The ordinance of the Lord's
of the various interesting and important duties 88
Supper, having been desecrated by the Corinthian
Mr, Vaughan was nominated for Africa, and of our church, in our schools and elsewhere?
here undertaken, but wc would suggest whether
the Rev. Mr. Cobbs for Texas.
This was a subject of much interest to the if these duties were more faithfully performed Church, was resorted to as an ordinary feast, for
When this important message from the Southern dioceses, as your pastor was inform we might not expect to see many more young riot and excessive indulgence. For this sacri
house of Bishops was announced, you might ed by the Bishop of South Carolina. These persons, not only coming to Christ and assuming lege they were visited with the judgment of
have been satisfied of the interest it awaken dioceses are exerting themselves with most their baptismal engagements, but pressing on, bodily sickness,—to which the word translated
damnation, is synonimous.
ed, by the deep silence with which it was praiseworthy zeal in the religious education under a constraining sense of love and duty,
While we would not encourage those who are
listened to as it was read. Here was a new and spiritual welfare of the colored popula through a course of training for the sacred Min
not prepored, we would not have any kept back,
form of action opened. We had never at tion : catechizing and teaching them the bless istry.
from mis-apprehension of a particular passage,
We therefore write unto you, fathers and
tempted sending Bishops abroad before. All ed truths of salvation. In South Carolina
or of the general tenor of scripture, or of their
consecrations had been made, for territory we have a large body of colored communi mothers, who have assumed the sponsorship of own moral character.
within the United States. It was a new, a cants, and in like manner in the other slave- children, whether of your own or of others, and
Man possesses no inherent worthiness. The
we affectionately entreat you to look at the wants
critical measure: but it was deemed necessary. holding states. In order moie faithfully, or
attainments which he makes, whether he be a
of the church, and then at your obligations and
Our missionaries on the coast of western Af rather more generally and freely, to carry the
babe or u perfect man in Christ, are the effect of
the superior and encouraging opportunities you
rica, solicited a Bishop: and the two church gospel to this portion of the people, the South
grace.
possess to do something to supply them. To
es in Texas memorialized convention to the ern clergy wished this addition to the corps
The communicant, prepared in heart, comes
you the church looks, as she has a right to do,
same effect. The aspostles were the ear of deacons.* But the measure was lost, sole for a religious training of her children, whom she not depending upon, his own righteousness, for
liest missionaries of the gospel: ought not a ly, I believe, in consequence of its being so has committed to your care. She has intrusted he has none, but pleading that of the Lord Jesus
discussion was, the obligation nf our oburoh, oliurob, olaiming to be apostolic, tO follow late in the session when it was presented.— to you the precious charge of implanting in their Christ—he comes smiting his breast, and crying
to make some effort in behalf of the chistian- their example and send her Bishops forth into It was the last day of the convention—the tender minds the seeds of Divine truth; and Lord save me or I perish; God be merciful to me
ization of the Jews—a resolution was offered, the field of the world, to obey their Lord’s members were wearied by previous'protract when after patient and prayerful culture, you a sinner. While no one should commune until
expressive of our Christian satisfaction at command, go ye into all the world, preach the ed sittings, and many had started on their have the satisfaction of seeing the buds and blos he believes that he has passed from death unto
life, we should not discourage him who possesses
hearing of the continued zeal and faithful ex gospel to every creature? It was ascertained journey home.
soms of early piety appear, she expects you to go
grace only as a grain of mustard seed; for not
that
the
church
of
Rome
wa3
preparing
to
ertions of the church of England in this cause,
I believe I have enumerated several of the on in your efforts, narrowly watching every indi
less to him who has made the greatest, than to
and requesting the convention to authorize send a Vicar to Africa, and a Bishop to Tex most interesting topics of this triennial meet cation which the ripening faculties and disposi
him whose attainments arc humblest, is Jesus the
our Missionary Society to pay special atten as: and it was asked should not we, a Protes ing. With others you will in due time be tions of the young Christian may exhibit of fitness
only Physician, and his name the only depen
tion to this subject, both at home and abroad. tant church, be on the field, with the ministry made acquainted, by the printed journal—a for the service of the Lord of the Vineyard, and dence.
The convention passed this resolution perfectly organized? It was also stated that document which should be carefully read by using all proper means and influences to draw his
If from hatred of, you are renouncing every
thoughts and studies that way. Can wc doubt
unanimously, and thus, I believe the Ameri the church of England was now sending out all who feel interested in the church. In re
sin, and willing to do the whole will of God,
what would be the issue of such efforts? While
can branch of the catholic church have ta Colonial Bishops to several missionary sta viewing the proceedings of the late, convention,
then are you without excuse, not to come at the
the children of the church would become in much
tions,
and
that
we
should
do
likewise.
it is a subject of thankfulness to the great head
ken their first step in behalf of Ancient Israel.
earliest opportunity, to partake of the emblems
greater numbers, really and truly the children of
I am not able to give you any adequate idea of the church that nothing has occurred to
In the course of this debate, several inter
of that broken body, and shed blood, by and
God, might wc not also expect to find among
through which only, you have redemption from
esting items of intelligence were announced, of the intense anxiety attending the discus divide or distract our communion. In so large
them a sufficient proportion of right qualifications
the curse of the law, and a clear title to ever
especially the missionary diocese, about to be sion of this message from the House of Bish a body representing the church in so many for the church?
lasting life.
established in Jerusalem, by the chuich of ops. The novelty of the measure, its incal different sections of country, entire coinci
But alas, it is to be feared that most parents
To accelerate your progress to Christ for par
England; to support which an endowment is culable importance, both to our missions dence of sentiment cannot be expected:—nor have' far other views for their sons, than the
don,
and humble and consistent discipleship, re
abroad
and
to
the
church
within
the
United
was it procured in the late convention.— humble and self-denying labors of the Ministry.
to be made by the Queen of England and the
flect
how great good, or evil, may result to those
Stales,
the
difficulty
of
the
questions
as
to
the
Whilst this is granted, it must also be declared, There are so many avenues open to wealth and
King of Prussia. I speak from memory,
among
whom you live, by the influence of your
rights
and
authorities
which
these
foreign
that there was the most harmonious inter worldly distinction, that few parents have the
but I think-fifteen thousand pounds, will be
example.
missionary
Bishops
ought
to
have,
with
many
course and uniform concert of motive in be faith, that can take the child of their cherished
subscribed by each sovereign, towards the
Do you take up your cross, publicly in view of
permanent fund for the support of this Bishop- other considerations, which I have not space half of the welfare of the church and the fur affection, and offer him up a willing sacrifice, by
the world, and some one who is halting, will
to
enumerate,
all
combined
to
impress
every
consigning
him
to
a
profession
which
promises
therance of the gospel.
rick. A Christian Jew is to be the Bishop,
conclude that he should lose no more of his
Now, in these days of endless divisions in only poverty, and self-denial, and unrequited
and an individual has already been chos mind with a conviction, that the utmost care
precious time and opportunity, but immediately
the various denominations around us, how toil. Others again are deterred from training
en. It seems, as if the day had come, when and caution were now needed.
enter into covenant, to live for his soul, and for
There seemed to be every desire to carry great should be our gratitude to God, for their sons with reference to the Ministry and
Kings were to be Fathers, and Queens, the
eternity
; and thus you may be instrumental in
nursing mothers of the church. We confi this message through, hut it was prevented maintaining us, at peace and in a state of union. devoting them to the sacred office, by considera converting a sinner from the error of his ways,
Again—It is a matter of thankfulness that tions of the expense required to carry them through and saving a soul from death.
dently expect that the blessing of God will by a resolution offered by one of the most
the prescribed course of Academical and Thologivaluable
of
the
lay
delegates
of
Pennsylva

no changes have been made in the standards
follow this movement in behalf of the chil
cal
preparation. As though the silver and gold
BIBLE CLASS.
dren of Abraham, for when or where has it nia, who stated his conviction, that before the of the church ; in our hook of prayer, in our
were not the Lord’s, and when demanded of the
L
esson
9
th
—
Thc Pilgrimage of Israel.
church
could
with
safety
venture
upon
this
articles
or
creeds,
but
on
the
contrary,
every
ever been known, that, any nation or people
Steward for such a purpose, might be rightfully
1.
Did
the
Israelites
go immediately into
measure,
there
ought
to
be
full
and
clear
le

evidence
that
could
he
desired,
or
at
least,
ex

ever extended favor and kindness to Israel,
withheld. Of course we refer only to such as Canaan ? if not, why ? and what does it teach us 1
gislation
on
tho
case,
and
that
it
was
now
too
pected,
of
a
growing
attachment
to
the
insti

without perpetuating and procuring God’s fa
have the means. There are so many facilities
2. They were called to a pilgrimage. Is the
late in the session to expect such legislation tutions ofthe church as they have been hand
vor in return?
presented on every hand by which worldly objects Christian’s life ever compared to a pilgrimage?
ed down to us, by the good and pious men of may be compassed without much outlay of money,
The action of the convention was asked, as the importance of the case demanded.
and why ?
Thus
the
action
of
the
House
of
Bishops
earlier days. You are aware that certain notes that it is found far easier and cheaper for most
in favor of a recommendation to our vestries
3. Where do you find the history of their
and congregations to provide more ample free was negatived by that of the lower house, of alarm, had been sounded, in consequence of parents to establish their sons in some other em
journeyings and encampments?
sittings in our churches, with a view to the ac and their message, with a nomination of two the appearance of a class of writings called ployment than that of the sacred profession.
4. Their way lay through a wilderness—in
E. B.
commodation of our growing community.— clergy for these contemplated offices, was not Oxford Tracts! and by some it was appre
what respects is this world like it?
The ground taken by the friends of this meas agreed to. A more grievous disappointment hended they might be noticed in the conven
o. They were exposed to many dangere. What
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
ure was, that, as a church we were not to the friends of missions has not before oc tion. I am happy7 to inform you that the in DIFFICULTIES IN COMING TO THE COM- were they ? and do ours resemble them?
MUNION, EXAMINED AND ANSWERED.
fulfilling our duty, tp.by far the larger portion curred. It becomes us to be patient, and to fluence of these writings was deemed too small
6. They dwelt in tents. How does this pre
(continued from our last. |
of the American people. That, by the prac wait until God, in his Providence, changes to require any such notice. If danger hangs
figure the church ? Why are our bodies com
tice of renting the whole of the pews on the this condition of things in ourZioti: oSepa over us, from any quarter, you may rely upon ! I would confess Christ before men if I did not pared to tents or tabernacles?
ground floor of our churches, with the excep rate me Barnabas and Saul for the work it, it is not from the source alluded to. There think I could serve God acceptably and secure
7. Their journeyings were regulated by the
salvation without doing so.
pillar of cloud. What docs this represent to us,
tion of a few, near the doors, in some remote whereunto I have called them,” was the voice was no evidence, in any action of the conven
Arc the institutions of God unmeaning and and teach us ?
corner of the house of God, we were doing which to many of us seemed to accompany tion which evinces any fondness for change—
unavailing?
—Surely not. Do this in remem
8. After they had made great advances they
the very thing, which St. James forbids, when this message of our Bishops, as they sent hut just the reverse.—Ever may it be so,
brance
of
me,
is equally a command, with any were
turned back. Why? and what does it
he writes thus: “ My brethren have not the down to us the names of the two clergy should be our fervent prayer.
other which we find in the Bible. To those teach ?
A third remark, in review &c., may be made
faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of whom they had selected for these new bish
in the shape of an honest conviction that the
CO”'ply
a propcr spiril- thc hencflU are
9. They were called to a life of faith. How
glory, with respect of persons. For if there oprics. We thought we should be safe in
. . „ ,
, .
, .
thus expressed in the Church Catechism
The docs this illustrate the Christian’s life?
of the church is on the m- Ltr
,
come into your assembly, a man with a gold carrying out the measure which came to us missionary spirit .,
c .. T
•
strengthening and refreshing of our souls by the
10 It was a pilgrimage and warfare. What
b?
ring, in goodly apparel, and there come ip also, sanctioned by our twenty-one Bishops; but a crease; as an ev,deuce of tins, I point you boil, and bIowl of
does
this teach the Christian?
a poor man in vile raiment: and ye have re majority of our brethren of the clergy and laity to thc determination of the missionary board the bread and wine.
1
1-What
was there remarkable about their
If one, another may be excused, and then what
spect to him that wearcth the gay clothing, of the lower house thought differently, and to make more adequate provision for their
<
ai
y
support,
and what docs it teach us?
and say unto lum, sit thou here, in a good wc are persuaded it was their honest convic- missionaries at present in the field, and to a- bccomesof the visible Church? And how shall

considerable diversity of practice in using
these occasional prayers. Some introducing
By Rev. H. V. D. Johns;
them before the general thanksgiving, some
St. Paul's Church, Cincinnati, Not. ZSth, 1841.
after, and yet all believing that they were
Acts, 1G: 4, 5.
carefully obeying the rubric. There was a
And as they went through the cities, manifest majority of opinion, in favor of using
THEY DELIVERED THEM THE DECREES FOR these prayers before the general thanksgiv
TO KEEP, THAT WERE ORDAINED OF THE ing; and although no express legislation resul
Apostles and Elders, which were at ted, for all seemed to be opposed to any alter
Jerusalem. And so were the church ation in the book of common prayer, yet the
effect of agitating this question, will doubt
es established in the faith and in
less
be, a still greater uniformity in the man
creased IN NUMBER daily.
ner of performing the public services of the
As I presume it will be alike interesting
sanctuary, a thing greatly to be desired by all
and instructive to you, my Brethren, 1 have who respect the apostolic charge, “ Let all
resolved to appropriate the services of this oc things be done decently and in order.”
casion to a brief recital of the transactions of
And here, I may state, that throughout the
the late general convention of the church.—
whole convention, one of the most gratifying
Through the medium of the periodical press,
facts was the full, clear evidence of a disposi
you have had a statement of the events allud
tion to have no change whatever, in the book
ed to, but probably the communications of
of common prayer. It seemed to be coneed
your own Pastor may not be deemed super
ed, that there was a sufficient liberty left
fluous.
there, by the existing arrangement of services,
Here, let me state, for the information of to suit every individual clergyman, and all our
those who may not be conversant with the or congregations, either in city or country; and
ganization of our church, that we have two that there was the best prospect of a uniform
legislative bodies, one for each diocese, the service, arising from the growing attachment
other for the whole body of the church, or all of our people to the book of common prayer.
the dioceses united. These two forms of le
The next topic of interest, was a proposal
gislative assemblies, resemble our civil gov to extend the period of candidateship, and the
ernment, with their state legislature and gen term of study and preparation, for the minis
eral congress, with this difference however, try. It seemed to be the opinion of several
that, whilst congress meets annually, the gen of the clergy and laity, that the facilities of en
eral convention of the church meets once in tering the ministry were now too great, and
three years.
that the door should be somewhat closed. It
To our diocesan conventions, which meet is unquestionably true, that during some years
every year in their respective dioceses, are past, an increasing number from the ranks of
entrusted, all matters of local legislation, and other protestant denominations have been
all questions relating to their own immediate transferred to our ministry, and whilst we
wants and welfare. Each diocese, with its have thus obtained several valuable laborers,
Bishop, Clergy and Laity, is a church, com we have also had a few who, even in the
plete in itself. To the general convention, or judgment of charity, have been rather a hind
the triennial meeting of the church, is entrus rance, than a help to us.
ted, the duty of more general legislation and
It was freely admitted that the increasing
supervision of the whole union of dioceses.— difficulties and labors and dangers, of the
Accordingly it is composed of two branches, church, called for more accurate and extended
the Bishops of the several dioceses and the equipment of the soldier of Christ, that he
clergy and lay delegates, four of each order, I might be equal to the combat and prepared to
being sent as the representatives of the sever stand his ground and contend earnestly for the
al dioceses. Thus in the general convention faith once delivered to the saints. There was
there are two houses, corresponding with the no objection to well expended efforts to keep
senate and house of representatives of the gen up the grade of ministerial qualification, but it
eral government.
was contended, that our existing canon laws if
The arrangement of the church, in compli faithfully carried out were amply sufficient for
ance' with which this highest legislative body the attainment of all these desirable objects;
meets but once in three years, is replete with andmoreover, that, such was the want of cler
wisdom; for it has the effect of preventing too gy in our new states and territories, that no
much or too hasty legislation, an evil the con obstacles could be allowed to be thrown in
sequences of which are seriously felt in the the way of our procuring more men, who
civil government; whilst the division of the might be willing to join us. Accordingly the
body into two houses, operates, a wholesome measure was abandoned and the policy of the
check or restraint, on each, and at the same church on this important-subject, was not dis
time equalizes the -small dioceses with the turbed.
Another topic, which led to an interesting
large, by granting to each Bishop a seat in

the house of Bishops, the senate as it were of
the church. Thus the diocese of Delaware
with its six or seven Presbyters, has the
same representation in both houses as the dio
cese of New-York, with upwards of a hun
dred Presbyters.
The late general convention met in New
York on the Gth of October, and opened with
a remarkably full attendance in both houses.
The sermon was preached by the Bishop of
New York, and his subject was the true doc
trine of the 17th article of the church. As it
is probable that you will have an opportunity
of reading this sermon in print, I say nothing
as to its character, further than that it was es
teemed an able defence of the American view
of the article.
The first subject of special interest, before
the Convention was the election of the Rev.
Alfred Lee, as Bishop of the Diocese of Del
aware. This portion of the church had been
under the care of the late Senior Bishop Will
iam White, and after his decease was very
constantly and faithfully supplied with Epis
copal services by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onderdonk. With satisfactory unanimity, the cler
gy and laity of Delaware presented the Rev.
Mr. Lee, as their Bishop elect, and with
equal harmony, the general convention ratified
their choice and signed the required testimon
ials for his consecration. The convention
adjourned on the day following for the pur
pose of attending the consecration services,
which took place in St. Paul's church. The
sermon was preached by the Rt. Rev. Bish
op Mcllvaine, and was a clear and bold show
ing of pastoral duty, danger and privilege.—
As you will soon possess this discourse also,
in print, I have nothing more to say about it,
further than to advise you each one to pro
cure a copy of it, as soon as it is published.—
A more faithful effort, in all probability has
never been made in an American pulpit. 1 he
addition of Doctor Lee, makes our house of

Bishops, 20.
During the following day of the session,
sundry proposals were made, in reference to
certain ambiguous parts of the rubrics, in con
sequence of which, it was supposed, the
practice of the church was not uniform. 1 he
object was to define, where the occasional
prayers of the book of common prayer, ought
to be introduced- In the course of the dis
cussions which grew out of this debate, it was
gratifying to observe, the evidences of an in
creasing desire of uniformity in the conduct ol
our clergy. It was ascertained that there was
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I his is to chock the rock, so that .another
heave shall send it whirring. Nay, more, it
is to give it the impetus which, without fur
ther effort, will bear
y winged with
lightning, to the goal.
he subjoined specimens are presented
less for any intrinsic value they may be sup

shall I object—as one is said to have objected
Annanh for lSTi.
New York—The Bishop of the Diocese conse
Boarding and Day School for Young Ladies,
f I MIE Token, and Atlantic Souvenir—10 cmbelCONDUCTED BY MBS. GOOCH.
to the divine Epic of .Milton, that it proves crated the Church of the Ascension in the city cn I
lishraents.
r | MIE Studies in this Institution will be resumed
Friday the 5th insL The particulars will be found
“ Gift
8 “
nothing? As well complain of an elephant be
1 on Monday, 23d of August.
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
in another column, for the communication ot which
“ Poets of America, Vol. II.
36
“
Mrs. Gooch can accommodate a few more Board
cause he can’t sing like the nightingale, or to we are much iudebled to our correspondent “E.”
“ Dahlia, orMemorial ofAffection
6 “
ing
Pupils, and would suggest to those Parents whv
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1841.
“
Violet
8
“
the nightingale because you can’t put a saddle
On Sunday, the 7tb, in Christ Church in the city
intend placing their Daughters under her care, that
Youth’s Keepsake
this is the most advantageous lime to commence.
on its back and ride to the moon. As well of New York, Bishop B. T. Onderdonk admitted The Little Forget-me-not
The season is favorable to study, and the Classes
doings OF THE LATE GENERAL
Wm. Herbert Norris to the order.of Deacons, and The Child’s Token
will be nearly arranged for the following year; dur
criticise a mowing-sythe or a broadsword be
VENTION.
The Gem—four kinds
ing which period there will be no intermission excep'
posed to have, than as examples of what has cause it will not perform the functions of a ra the Rev. Frederick NV. T.Pollaid,’ Deacon, to the
aiso
-i
Christmas.
The Discourse of our Rev. co-editor, the
order of Priests. Mr. Pollard, though belonging to
A great variety of other finely bound and illus a week at Walnut
street, near Fourth, Cincinnati.
zor or a lancet.
the Diocese of New York, is at present in charge of trated Books, Toy Books, Ac. Slc.
gector of St. Paul’s, which occupies a large space been said.
July 31.
fw.
‘
For
sale
by
U.
P.
JAMES,
An illustrious representative of the class we Trinity Church, Nantucket—Churchman.
of our editorial side this week, will iu part,
dec 4
No. 26, Pearl Street.
.
Ur. Dsaagb
his professional services to the inhabitants of
ledeem our pledge made on the basis of an arHuman life- beautifully resembles the divis are considering was a certain General-----OUNG LADIES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs Offers
this City. Office on Sixth street, a few doors frotp
J. LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re the
ROgement with two of our Ohio Delegation, to ions of the solar day. Birth is the dawn— who probably resembled C«esar more nearly PROGRESS OF THE CHURCH IN PENN
corner of Race.
cess of some 5 years, have resumed the duties of FeResidence

3rd street. South side, ttvo doors west
give our readers in successive numbers of the youth, the sunny morning—ripe manhood the in the point of bravery than in that of intel
SYLVANIA.
male Instruction.
They have selected the city of of Vine.
Cincinnati
as
the
most
desirable
location
in
the
West
Observer, reports of the proceedings during the
In lately looking over some old Journals of for their contemplated Institution. It shall be their
July 13, 1841.
meridian—old age the evening, and death the lectual accomplishments. After reading Gul
session. Such indeed was our confidence in this
Convention of the Church in this diocese, we aim in their present Institute, to afford Young La
liver's
Traaels
half
through,
he
at
length
met
MR. ZACHOS’ SELECT SCHOOL.
night which folds us within its dark curtain,
were much interested in comparing the past dies an opportunity of obtaining in the West, as
This School commenced on the 20th inst.—It is
arrangement that we were disposed to refer our
with
something
that
strained
his
faith
too
and we sink to rest, in the firm hope (if we
with the present- It was not till the 15th thorough, extensive, and finished an education, as can the design or the Principal to make it in the best
ilisappointraent to irregularity of the mails; this
be had in the most celebrated female seminaries in sense select, and to limit it to a small number.
have been faithful to die great trust committed hard, when he abruptly closed the book and convention of 1797, that parochial reports the Northern or Eastern States.
As an educator, devoting his whole time to the
was not however the case. It is due to the author
throwing it down, exclaimed with violent em were required to be annually made, previous
Having had fifteen years’ experience in superin thorough and accurate training of small classes, he
of this Discourse, on whom we chiefly relied, to say to us,) that when the brief trance is past, we phasis, in a tone of irritation, “I don’t believe
tending
extensive
Institutions
for
young
Ladies,
hopes
to do justice to the trust reposed in him by
to which we can only give the number of thirteen of which were in the city of New-York and
parents.
that his duties as a member of Convention, ren shall open our eyes on a world of more than a word of it.”
congregations
and
resident
clergymen.
At
its vicinity, at the head of one of the then largest
II.
Term#—§>C0—one half treruinnually in advance.
dered it wholly impracticable to fulfil our expec Eden freshness and beauty ; and with recrea
the . first general convention, held in Philadel and most distinguished female eeminaiies in the Desks furnished at cost.
East,
they
hope
to
merit
and
receive
the
continued
ted spirits and vivified energies, arise and
Applications or inquires may he made of the Prin
phia, from September 27th to October 7th, patronage of an enlightened public.
tations.
MR. KING’S LECTURE.
cipal at 'he school room, or of the Rev. Messrs.
walk forth amid the beams of a sun whose
The Institute is now open for the reception of Brooke and Colton.
NVe had the pleasure of hearing the Lecture of 1785, there were present from Pennsylvania,
w ho are received at any time or age.
•."His School Rooms are in Woods’ buildings, Syc
SEED THOUGHTS.
light shall never be darkened.
Rufus King, Esq., at the College Chapel on Mon- five clerical and thirteen lay deputies. In pupils,
Young Ladies desirous of finishing their educa amore, et., near Christ Church, a few doors from
1792, there were in the diocese thirteen or tion
“Gather up the fragments, that noth
in the higher studies, or qualifying themselves 4th st.
evening—a parallel between the fierce de.
H.
ganized congregations, and fourteen resident for teaching, will find the above Institute to afford
ING BE LOST,”
mocraciea
of
the
ancient
commonwealths
and
I here is a false liberality, which it much
clergymen; in 1795, there were eighteen con spec’a I advantages.
4 1VEW EDITION OF SWAN’S
We have a practice, which can plead in its
Terms made known on application at the school TA. TKKATISE.-ISAAC N. WHITING
the constitution and genius of our own Republic. gregations and nineteen clergymen; iu 1799,
concerns us, as we regard the honor of Christ,
rooms, at present in Centre-street, between Race has this day published a New Edition' of Swan’s
support many a clarum et venerabile nomen
Mr. King writes and speaks as a scholar of nineteen congregations and fifteen clergymen; and Vine.
Treatise: with Retviences to the newly lterised
and would advance his kingdom, to eschew
Satisfactory testimonials from many highly dis Statu tes of this State, just published. A 7'reatise
in the intellectual world, of writing down
in 1801, nineteen congregations and sixteen
and rebuke ; and there is, also, a true liberali uncommon ripeness for his age. We do not in
tinguished gentlemen and their former patrons in the on the Law relating to the Powers and Duties of
chance thoughts, to be afterwards used as sug
deed, remember to have heard a more masterly clergymen; in 1804, twenty congregations East, may be seen at any time when desired.
Justices of the Peace and Constables, in the State of
ty, which it concerns us to feel and practice
and
sixteen
clergymen;
in
1808,
twenty-two
REFERENCES IN THIS CITY.
Ohio ; with Practical Forms, &c: By Joseph 11.
showing of the subject which he handled.
gestions of longer trains of reflection on the
Nor is it easy to decide, whether indulgence
Swan,
President Judge of the Twefth Judicial Cir
congregations and nineteen clergymen; in
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D., Rev. J- T. Brooke,
same topics. The usefulness of this habit
Rev. B. P. Aydelott, D. D. Rev. II. V. D. Johns, cuit. 1 vol. royal 8vo, COG pages.
1811,
twenty
congregations
and
twenty-one
of the false or neglect of the true is fraught
The corner stone of Grace Church, on 7th, be.
The First Part contains a summary view of the
Rev. L. G. Bingham,
Rev. L. Beecher. D. D.
none, perhaps, can question ; but experience
progress of a civil suit, from its commencement to
Dr. Daniel Drake,
Rev. C- Colton, D. D.
with the greater mischief. There is a charity tween Western Row and Plum sts., was laid on clergymen. In 1813, measures were first aits termination, with the general principles of law in
N. Baker. Esq.
d op ted for creating an Episcopal fund, the ahas satisfied us that no one can fully appre
Dr. J. Locke,
current among a certain class of men, which Monday last, with appropriate religious solemni mount then collected being $771 62. There
relation to the different kinds of actions—who
aug. 21.—2 ms.
ciate it without an actual trial. To every man
should sue and he sued—the issuing, service and re
admits to its fellowship oppugners of the fun ties—the Rector and the Rev. Messrs. Brooke were at that time in the diocese twenty-four
IMPORTANT TO CHURCHMEN.
turn of the summons and capias—the attendance
The < hurcli Choir.
whose business is thinking, how many valua
damental principles of Christianity—thus vi and Johns officiating.
congregations, and twenty-two clergymen;
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish and competence of witnesses—the trial—the general
ble ideas and bright fancies have, for want of
er, Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a rules of evidence—the form and effects of different
there began to be an increased attention to the
olating both the spirit and the letter of the
collection of Sacred Music: comprising a great vakinds of judgments—the stay of execution and pro
NVe have in hand the admirable Lecture of concerns of the church throughout the State;
some such device, been utterly lost as to any
riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and ceedings thereon—the issuing of execution—
Bible : and there is, also, a class, whose spec
Jons P. Foote, Esq., introductory to the coursp the ‘ Society for the advancement of Christian Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and power, duty, and liability of the officer iri arresting,
subsequent use! Musing in solitude, or read
ulative sentiments conform to the rule laid established by the Society for the Diffusion of ity’ had been formed; most of the vacant adapted more particularly to the Worship of the levying, advertising, and selling—the trial of the
ing a book by such an author as Coleridge
right of property—returns'of executions, etc.
down in the New Testament on this subject, Useful Knowledge. A part of it will appear in churches were visited under its direction, and Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.
The Second i’art contains the general rules of.aw
By Joseph Muenschuer, Professor of Biblical Liter
or John Foster (who have been happily char
the happy effects are forcibly illustrated by ature in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant in relation to sfatutory actions; such as forcible en
while their settled course of conduct is a sad our paper of next week.
try and detainer, attachment, etc.; and treats of
acterized as eminently suggestive writers,) a
the fact that while in 1811, sixty-one persons Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts. contracts,
departure from it. “The Jews have no deal
the rights and liabilities of partners, car
Part I, contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music—
thought occurs to you which might be turned
had
been
confirmed,
and
in
1812,
three
hun

riers of goods, inn-keepers, husband and wife, parent
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
Psalm and Hymn Tunes, etc. etc.
ings with the Samaritans." How many
and
child,
master and servant, and other miscella
Part 2, contains Anthems, Sentences, Chains, etc.
The Rev. J. B. Britton, Missionary at New dred and six, the bishop this year reported to
to account, if you only had leisure to fix your
neous matters ofa civil nature.
are there in every denomination of Christians,
etc.
the
convention
that
581
persons
had
received
Albany, Indiana, gratefully acknowledges the
7'he Third Part contains the law in relation to
continuous attention upon it; but circumstan
Both parts bound in one volume, Price, .$1 25.—
who regard in their hearts all who do not be
that holy rite, of whom 259 were in the city Each
part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by it prosecutions for crimes and misdemeanors, with
receipt of the following sums of money collect
ces forbidding this, you adjourn its considera
practical forms.
of Philadelphia. Tile number of baptisms self, Price, $J, Part 2, by itself, Price 62A cts.
long to that particular denomination as Samar
ed by him, towards paying the judgment of $1,000 during the latter year was 505, and the com
7'he Fourth Part contains forms of conveyances,
tion to another lime. When the vacant hour
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred Mu
itans. Practice is ever a true interpreter of
it has been the aim of the editor to furnish wills, agreements, etc.
agaihst the church building :
municants reported amounted to 919. In sic,
arrives, and you wish to revert to the sub
Columbus, November20, 1841.
48 tf
Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, compo
the heart. Now, the language of their prac
$145 00 1815, there were 25 congregations and 22 sed in different styles, and adapted to the various oc
From individuals in Louisville,
ject, it is gone beyond reclaim. All the cells
X. IU. B5 ISS BI,
tice is this: “We are the privileged few, the
clergymen; 137 persons were confirmed in casions of public worship, as the limits of the work
Collection in St. Matthe-.v’s church,
EXCHANGE BROKER,
of memory are ransacked in vain. The taper
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will
exclusive favorites of heaven. Ours is the
ll'est Third Street,
Wheeling, Va.,
24 62i Philadelphia; the bishop having made no vis he found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary
has gone out, and you have no Promethean sole true faith. We alone possess the key
Feb.
1841.
____
Cincinnati, Ohio.
its beyond its limits, in consequence of the purposes of public and social worship. The An
Individuals
in
Philadelphia,
295
00
thems and Set Pieces have been selected, as will be
fire that can relight it. The thought you are
unsettled
state
of
the
country
during
the
war,
Office and Residence of Dr. Lawrence,
that unlocks the door of the spiritual temple, Collection in St. Paul’s,
do.
19 00 except at Germantown, where 18 were con seen on inspection, with special reference to the Fes
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
seeking has sunk like lead into the deep wa
tivals and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead
and gives access to the sacred mysteries with Church of the Epiphany,
do. 25 00 firmed. The number of baptisms reported of a figured bass, the music has all been carefully
Near the Post Office.
ters, and like calling spirits from the vasty in.” This is, at least, enthusiasm, if we are
Ladies’ Miss. Ass. Christ church, do.
50 00 was 541, and of communicants, 1033. Thir arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, from the
May 22.
no 21
deep, are all your efforts to evoke it from the
conviction that many performers on those instru
not forced to consider it as betraying that Individuals in New York,
168 00 ty years had now passed since the organization ments have not had the opportunity to perfect them
IVK8 & SHAW,
silent sea of oblivion- If it has left any trace
MERCHANTS AND TAILORS
«
Albany,
spice of mtdice which, infused into enthusi
18 00 of our communion in this diocese, and our selves sufficiently in the” science of music, to play
the harmony with facility, even of plain psalmody,
No. 11, West Third Street.
on the mind, it is too dim for you to follow it
<<
Rochester,
42 87J next view of its progress will be twelve years from figures.
asm, converts it into fanaticism—being the
later,
when
our
present
excellent
diocesan
is.
E. BKEWSTE1&,
up and arrest the vagrant. Its ghost perhaps
It
will
be
seen'that
the
pages
of
the
work
are
en

specific difference between the two. We say Ladies’ sewing society, and female
was chosen the assistant of the venerable riched with a variety of original compositions, pre
STOCK
AN1) EXCHANGE
still haunts you, and the lurid light that sur
Sunday School, Christ church
not that we are bound to hail any man as a
Bishop NVhitc in the Episcopate. He was pared expressly for this collection, and also with pie
L52.
ces
from
various
English
authors,
not
usually
to
be
rounds it serves to show there is something
Georgetown,
D.
C.
23
00 consecrated in Christ Church, in this city on
brother, on the ground of a mere profession of
CINCINNATI.
met wslh in this conntry.
there; but it is so vague and dream-like, that
'l'he Church Choir, for the short time it has been
the 25th October, 1827, at which time the
Christianity. We say not that it is matter of
ILiU-lictt
Kuruituce.
what it is you cannot tell. A very little time
$810 50 diocese numbered 68 congregations, and 63 published, has been very favorably received by Pro
GENERAL assortment of Kitchen Furniture,
indifference what creed we adopt, to what
fessors and friends of sacred music. The following
Also from Ladies of Philadelphia, a Baptismal clergymen, with 2591 communicants reported. are selections from among numerous notices of it.
Groceries, Queens ware, Glassware, Waiters,
and trouble, seasonably applied, w'ould save
form of ecclesiastical polity we adhere, or
those who are in want of anew hook, we Tea-7'rays, «&c. For sale by
font; Ladies’ Miss. Ass. of Christ church Phila In 1834, there were 84 vung legations, 09 cler can-•To
this embarrassment—would proserve the life
May 8.
D. K. CADY.
recommend the Church Choir, very handsome
what forms of worship we use ; for all these,
gymen, and 3455 communicants. At the
delphia, articles valued at $23 ; B. and White
ly got up,—and well stored with classic church
of the tender gemmule, until you could get
Pictorinl UluMtrntions of (be XSible,
present time, 1841, the diocese contains 112 tunes in their proper identity. It is compiled by
doubtless, are important things. Yet this we
Trayer Book society, 50 small Prayer books.
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND,
leisure to give it the attention and culture
congregations, 105 clergymen, 7382 commu Professor Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, Osay, that the essential principles of religion
r ff 7HE undersigned has received a lot from the pubhio,
whose
musical
talents
and
taste
are
not
entire

Female
Prayer
Book
Society
of
Philadelphia
nicants.
which should develop it a hale and vigorous
g lislier—New-York, and would respectfully in
ly unknown among us. We consider it a recom
are few and extremely simple—in fact but through Rev. Mr. Carder, 12 large Trayer books;
In 1785, there were three Episcopal mendation of the hook, that it is mostly made up of vite the public and the Christian community espe
plant—would secure the “stand point” on
one, “love to God;” for an apostle has said, a memberof the church of the Epiphany, Phila churches in the city of Philadelphia; in 1795, tunes that are no strangers in our churches—tunes cially to call and examine it at his Periodical Agency
which to plant your intellectual lever, and, if
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where
“ Whosoever loveth is born of God,” and delphia, for the Parsonage, $45.
four, St. Thonta’s (African) being added; in appropriate to our services, and selected with some he has it for sale. 7'hey are highly recommended
view to particular Psalrns and Hymns of our books.
you please,wrench the world from its basis.
that we have no right to set up any other
Also, pledges of $23 from St. Feter’s church 1809, five; in 1816, six; in 1821, seven; in We hope by the introduction of such collections as by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, a»
There is one class to whom the practice I standard for the regulation of Christian inter
this, wc shall preserve our own good and truly sa worthy the particular attention of the public.
Baltimore, through Dr. Wersham ; $20 from 1823, trine; in 1827, eleven; in 1829, twelve; cred inosie.”— Christian Witness, Boston.
May 8.
C. TOBEY, Agent.
in 1834, thirteen; in 1837, sixteen; in 1839,
suggest would be particularly useful. Every
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the
course.
Whoever gives credible evidence Christchurch Cincinnati, through the Rev. Mr.
/I RS. WOOD will give instructions in land
seventeen; in 1840, nineteen; in 1841, twen importance of selecting suitable church music, says:
man whose engagements bind him to a peri
' £ scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and
that he is governed by this principle, we are Brooke; $20 St. Matthew’s church, Wheeling; ty-one. The present number of communi
“ One of the newest collections we have, ‘7 he
odical supply of intellectual food in any sort
Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of will also take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
bound to take him by the hand and bid him $20 Calvary church, Rockdale, l’a.; 75 dollars. cants in the various churches of the city and Church
the best, so far as I have examined, for the use of street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few ot
to others—especially every sermon-maker—
Right
Rev.
Bishop
Kemper
for
the
judgment.
districts is 4584.
the Episcopal Church, and any choir wliich has a hei paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the
“Godspeed.” “Master, we saw one cast
selection to make, would do well to take this collec Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office.
has felt the perplexity, when the hour for la
Banner of the Cross.
Also,
notice
of
10
dollars
from
Ladies
of
Cincinnati, April 24, 1849,
ing out devils in thy name, and we forbade
tion.”
bor ha3 come, of selecting a thesis. A dozen,
Christchurch, Georgetown, D. C., in the hands
“ We are glad to see that the author of the
him, because he followelh not with ws; but
A CARD.
‘Church Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our
perhaps, start up and successively pass in re
of Rev. Mr. Carder, New York; nine dollars and
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants of
Jesus said, forbid him not, for he that is not
It is slated by the London Record, that the church, by giving a much larger share of music a- Cincinnati
the
lady
whose
name is attached to the
fifty cents in the hands of Mr. Sparks, N. York,
view before him. But he wants, at the mo
to our service, than it is usual to find in
Bishovrick of Jerusalem was offered in the dapted
against us is on our part.”
above, 1 beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh
books
of
this
kind.
In
another
respect
we
believe
and
three
dollars
in
the
hands
of
Mr.
Morgan,
N.
ment, that “vividavis animi" which, throw
first instance to Rev. Ur. McCaul, a well- this work to be preferred to many of the most popu ter of Wm. Danicll, Royal Academician of London,
III.
York, for the judgment.
ing its own strong light on the subject to
known Hebrew scholar, wliich he declined, on lar collections of music ; the words set to the music favorably known to artists as one of the most accom
have not been socinianited. In one other respect, plished painters of England. Parents desirous of
Out
of
which
are
to
be
deducted
one
hundred
NVe
like
to
see
a
man
of
a
catholic
taste
in
the
ground, that in his judgment, a Jew ought too,
which it is directed, would enable him, at a
the arrangement of this will be considered by having their daughters instructed in the beautiful art
of landscape and figure drawing may here have an
glance, to see it in its entireness,and all its ram literary matters: but such an one is almost a and ten dollars for travelling, printing, fcc.; to be raised to the Episcopate. The office some, as being an advantage over most other collec opportunity seldom to be met with. JIaving seen
tions
of
church
music
:
the
several
parts
intended
was
then
offered
to
Rev.
Mr.
Alexander,
pro

ifications, with their direction and extent.— phenomnon. Many professed litcrateurs, ei leaving about one hundred dollars yet needed to
the Organ and I’iano, are written on the staff, as Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received instructions
fessor of Hebrew in King’s college, London, forcustomary
in music for the Piano. It has not, train her in a memberof my own family, 1 can hear
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THE YOUTHFUL SUFFERER.
From the Journal o( » Traveller in Hiudostan.

When I reached the house of my clerical
friend, I found it on the eve of becoming a house
of mourning. On the 10th of October preceding,
his only son, John, while playing with a favor
ite little dog which belonged to his father’s coach
man, was suddenly seized by the animal, and bit
ten twice by him, on the arm. The little boy
would not, however, make much noise, lest he
should frighten his mother; but when his father
saw' the arm, he immediately sent for the physi
cian, who came at once and dressed the wound.
The doctor thought little of it, and supposed
John would not be liable to more suffering, than
a little pain and some fever.
Nearly two months passed away, and the bites
on the child’s arm had nearly healed, and as yet
he seemed very little unwell. On the 8th of
December, however, he began to feel shy and
uneasy ; he never lifted his eyes from the ground,
or looked any one in the face. On the 9th, he
became more restless—refused to take his food—
and showed a great dislike to drink of all kinds.
The doctor was again sent for, and gave him med
icine, but still thought he would get well again
before very long. At breakfast on the following
morning, which was the Sabbath, I sat next him,
and offered him a saucer of tea; when all at
once, he became convulsed, and shuddered. Tears
started into his eyes, but with a violent and con
vulsive effort he swallowed down the tea, when
he found his dear mother was anxiously watch
ing him.
The nature of his complaint was now too ev
ident. Most likely the dog which had bitten
him two months before, was mad, and the bite
had infected him. His mother staid with him,
and I went with his father to church. None
there, as yet, knew what had happened, and they
could not tell why this good man's eyes filled
with tears, when in the course of his sermon, he
spoke of Abraham, who, at the command of God,
had offered up “ his son, his only son, whom he
loved.” His voice became at length almost too
weak to be heard; but at length, through a
strong sense of his holy duty, and the never-fail
ing support of the God in whom he trusted, he
got through the service of the day.
Before we got home, John had again become
slightly convulsed. We found with him, besides
his mother, three physicians, and a lady. About
two in the afternoon, he became more violently
convulsed, and could no longer swallow his phys
ic. His cure was now hopeless; but to lessen
his sufferings, he was bled, and put into a warm
bath. The instant however, that he saw the
water, he screamed, struggled, and shook with
extreme terror. He was taken out and laid on
a bed, from which he was not again removed, as
his case had become too settled to admit of fur
ther hope, and his parents could not bear to
trouble him with useless remedies. Nothing
further, therefore, was done for him from that
time, except constantly to wipe the foam from
his mouth, when the attack w„s most violent.
He complained of a feeling of great weight on
his breast, and could scarcely breathe, which
showed the progress of the disease. All this
time, the dear child only once spoke a word of
complaint, and that a very slight one. He said,
“it is very sore to die.”
When a little free from sharp pain, he begged
his mother to read to him out of his little book
of Bible Stories. At another time, he wished
her to sing hymns to him. When he perceived
the tears flowing down her cheeks, he would
say. “ Dear mammadon’t cry, for I am quite
happy
But when her feelings as a Christian enabled
her to get the mastery over the grief of (he moth
er, she once asked him, whether he did not know
that he had been a great sinner in the sight of
God. He replied, “Oh yes, mamma! but Christ
Jesus died on the cross for me.” “ But Johnny,”
she added, “do you think you will go to Heaven?”
“Yes mamma,” he answered, “and when I get to
he an angel, I will fly behind you, and lake care
of you.”
At the time when his attacks were most vio
lent, he would never let his mother go near him,
lest he might chance to bite even her. He seem
ed unwilling io acknowledge to her that he was
in pain, and always said, that “he was willing to
die and go to Heaven.”
By degrees, his strength failed, and he grew
more and more feeble. He fell into a slumber,
which continued two hours, And then his sweet
soul left its prison-house of clay, and soared to
its heavenly home. It was about ten o’clock at
night, that he ceased to breathe. I was surprised
to see after death, no traces left on his counte
nance of the sufferings which he had gone through;
it was sweet and lovely in death. His corpse ha
ving been washed, and dressed in a long white
robe, was laid on the bed in which he used to
sleep, and the next morning, the poor Hindoos,
who greatly loved him, covered it with flowers.
I have told the story of a dear little boy who
was bitten by a dog, and died; but as this much
loved child passed from this world of suffering
and sin, to his Father’s house in heaven, it troub
les him not now. that his journey was made in
such a manner! True ! his death was owing to
one of the most shocking diseases that man is
subject to; he had felt it, too, “ sore to die, and
in such a manner.” Nevertheless, the Saviour,
whom he had loved in life, and trusted to, with
childlike confidence, was with him as a Comfort
er, and a very precious Comforter on the bed of
death. Johnny looked to Jesus, as dying for him
on the cross, and he had a good hope of glory in
heaven, for his blessed name’* sake. For his

parents, I could not but feel most deeply; he was
their son—their only son, whom they most fond
ly loved, and whose loss they mourned. They
were Christians, however, my young reader, and
God comforted their hearts; in his own time and
way, with that comfort wherewith he can and
does comfort his own people. He brought into
their souls sweet thoughts, as to the work of
grace carried on in the bosom of their dear child,
before he left them; and he filled them with
the precious assurance, that their darling boy,
was housed in heaven—taken from the evil to
come—and forever made happy.
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Arrangemlts having been made to publish the
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
close of the present volume in December next, the
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Epifcopal Observer, and printed
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to a point so central to
the West, and 60 convenient for the early reception
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines othe Gospel which it has always held and delended
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
of the peculiarities ot our comm union.
Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor
respondents with the Atlantic cities us will secure
the earliest religious intelligence; and by a similar
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
establishment and progress of the Church through
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
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